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Roundtable: The Impact of COVID-19 Through the Eyes of
NEFA Leaders
The coronavirus pandemic has had a dramatic impact on
the lives of millions of people in the U.S. and the equipment
finance industry. This event has also changed the focus of
many finance companies as borrowers’ and lessees’ needs
changed almost overnight. To gain a glimpse into how this
crisis has impacted members of NEFA, Newsline spoke with the
Executive Committee of the NEFA Board of Directors to hear
their perspectives on how this “black swan” event is affecting
the equipment financing industry.
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As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact the
economy, it is crucial for lenders to refine risk management
and underwriting practices.
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The COVID-19 pandemic is impacting portfolio performance
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to influence what portfolio management will look like for
the foreseeable future.
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Liquidity Planning in the Age of
Pandemics

As business managers emerge from this crisis, they will
need to evaluate their financial flexibility going forward,
and enhance or develop their cash flow and liquidity
planning tools.
By Jeffrey Bardos
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A Message from NEFA's
President
I hope this issue
first finds you
(since you are
likely at a different address
than normal –
i.e. home) but,
most
importantly, finds you
well. What a
unique start to
2020. We were
on a roll as an
industry behind a very strong economy,
looking to have another solid year, and
then we all know the next part of the
story. How this story and 2020 end will
have much to do with the spread of
COVID-19 and the state-by-state management of its constituents.
Similar to the Great Recession, this
pandemic will leave a substantial economic footprint on our industry. Some
colleagues will decide to exit the business, several will have no choice, many
will shrink and others may be poised to
grow and expand. We can be certain
that the landscape will again be different that it was just a few short months
ago.
During the Great Recession, we used
that time to re-engineer processes
and procedures and strategically plan
what direction we should go when
we came out of it. Obviously, the first
tasks before that were making sure we
would survive it, but after managing
concentrations, delinquencies, deferrals, staffing, etc., the reduced volume
and extra time allowed for tremendous

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

improvements on processes and efficiencies. Hopefully, circumstances this
time have allowed you to do more
of the same. It is the perfect time to
ask, “Why do we do it this way?” and
reduce how many times we respond
with, “Because we’ve always done it
that way.” Right now, none of us have
ever done business this way, so what a
great time to adjust!
NEFA has always been about community and sharing best practices among
our members and friends. During
unprecedented times, what better
feeling than to know you have people you can go to for advice or to just
brainstorm. Learning from our peers
is the easiest, fastest and most productive way to help manage our businesses through difficult times. Make
sure you utilize our member directory
and the NEFA staff to help you connect
with others, have conversations and
share so we can all come out of this
better, together.
Best wishes to everyone as you navigate these times, and I look forward
to being able to catch up and see you
in Philadelphia this fall at the Funding
Symposium. Take care.
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A Message from NEFA's
Executive Director
I hope this letter finds you all safe
and healthy. We are living in truly
unprecedented times both personally and professionally resulting
from the global COVID-19 crisis. Over
the past few months, our personal
and professional lives have become
intertwined more than ever as we
adhere to “stay-at-home” orders
imposed throughout our nation. As
a result, most, if not all, our members are operating with remote staff
– and this happened almost overnight. There has also been a shift in business activity with
new business volume declining significantly after a strong
start earlier this year. Today, many of our members are finding themselves working through customer deferral requests
and closely analyzing their portfolios.
As you all know, this health crisis also forced NEFA to cancel
our annual National Equipment Finance Summit in San Antonio, TX. While this was a difficult decision to make during
the early days of the crisis, we can look back now and say
it was the right decision for the safety and well-being of all
our members and their families. I would like to thank everyone involved in planning the schedule of educational sessions planned for the conference including our Conference
Co-Chairs Marci Slagle and Tara Aasand, all the speakers and
panelists, and the NEFA Education Committee. Additionally,
I would like to thank the Chris Walker Education Fund Committee for putting together the annual golf outing. Finally,
I would like to thank the NEFA staff for all their hard work.
This cancellation was certainly disappointing for us all.

for October 14-16, 2020 in Philadelphia is on schedule and
we are looking forward to seeing you all in a new city for a
spectacular NEFA conference.
NEFA will also be bringing our members together virtually
for the first time – launching a series of educational webinars structured to provide education on numerous topics.
These webinars will be introduced in the coming weeks and
we hope you will take full advantage of them and participate to help us bring the vast knowledgebase of our membership to NEFA members nationwide.
Additionally, the NEFA staff is busy working on the new
NEFA website. This new website is being designed to engage
NEFA members and provide information and tools that will
help our members grow their companies. Stay tuned for
more on this exciting new website.
This issue of NEFA Newsline is focused on how the COVID-19
pandemic is impacting equipment finance companies from
the perspectives of credit underwriting, portfolio management, business development and much more. We also took
the opportunity to speak with members of NEFA’s Executive
Committee to gather their insights on the effects this crisis
is having on our industry.
While we may not be shaking hands and meeting at this
time, NEFA is here for you, our members. We are committed to providing our members the resources to help you
and your customers thrive in any environment. We look forward to all being together again soon. Until then, be safe
and healthy.

Today, NEFA finds itself in an unusual situation. As a result
of the pandemic, NEFA has been unable to schedule many of
the regional events we hold around the country each year.
However, we do remain hopeful that we will be able to bring
our members together for some of these events as the country begins to reopen. NEFA’s Funding Symposium scheduled
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in the NEWS

Chartered Accountant, Sidhu has both a strong financial
background and deep financial services software experience.
“Mandip’s deep expertise in a broad range of corporate
development activities within both the financial services and
software markets make him a perfect fit for IDS,” said IDS
CEO David Hamilton. “As IDS looks to further accelerate its
growth, it is essential that we have an experienced executive
to spearhead our partnership and acquisition strategy. We
are in a fantastic position to further build value for our customers in providing them with more comprehensive solutions for their domestic and international businesses.”

National Equipment Finance Association

PERSONNEL ANNOUNCEMENTS

C.H. Brown Adds Business Development Director
C.H. Brown Co., LLC (CHB) announced Kit West has joined
the company as Business Development Director for its commercial equipment loans and lease products. In this role,
West will be primarily responsible for business development
efforts nationwide to third-party originators serving the
transportation, construction and agricultural industries.
West, a 28-year Wyoming resident, brings over 11 years of
sales and business generation experience to the position,
most recently serving the agriculture industry at Swift Communications for The Fence Post.
“We are excited to have Kit on the CHB team as his experience in sales and customer engagement, along with his
enthusiasm for business and his drive to succeed, will be a
great asset for the company,” said Ed Meyer, Chief Operating
Officer.
Wintrust Specialty Finance Hires Freeman as VP of
Business Development
Wintrust Specialty Finance (WSF), a division of Beverly Bank
& Trust Company, N.A., announced Matt Freeman has joined
the company as Vice President of Business Development.
Freeman will be located in Parker, CO, and is focused on
expanding WSF’s technology lending business nationwide.
He joins a team led by David Normandin, CLFP, President
and CEO of WSF.

Sidhu joins IDS from Temenos, a banking software provider,
where he was responsible for all M&A activities globally. At
Temenos, Sidhu identified and completed multiple transactions with a combined deal value of over $1.3 billion supporting the group’s global expansion. Prior to Temenos,
Sidhu was a Partner at Regent Partners, a boutique M&A
advisory firm that specialized in the software and IT services
industries.
Wintrust Commercial Finance Hires Two
Wintrust Commercial Finance (WCF), a division of Wintrust
Asset Finance Inc., announced the hire of Jeffrey Almond as
Assistant Vice President of Direct Originations and Jeremy
Phillips as Financial Analyst.
Almond will work out of WCF’s Frisco, TX, headquarters and
will support the company’s expanding direct originations
team in the central region.

“I’m excited for the opportunity to join the Wintrust team,”
Freeman said. “Wintrust has established itself as a strong
and stable partner in both third-party and vendor equipment finance. I’m looking forward to working with our team
to grow a small- and mid-ticket platform that will reflect the
solid culture and reputation of Wintrust.”
Normandin said, “I’m excited to have Matt join the dynamic
WSF team. Matt’s knowledge, skill and consultative approach
align well with our philosophy of providing custom funding
solutions uniquely designed for our partners. I’m confident
in Matt’s abilities to leverage our creative solutions to grow
WSF into a market leader in technology lending.”
Freeman brings more than 25 years of experience to WSF.
Before joining the company, he held technology lending
roles at Insight Investments, CIT, EverBank, Key Equipment
Finance, Hewlett-Packard Financial Services and GE Capital.
IDS Adds Sidhu as Head of Corporate Development
IDS announced that Mandip Sidhu has joined its executive
management team as Head of Corporate Development.
Sidhu brings to IDS more than 20 years of corporate development experience, including development of strategic
partnerships and mergers and acquisitions (M&A). A UK
May/Jun 2020 NEWSLINE
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“Both Jill and Clay are excellent additions to our already
strong credit team,” said Daryn Lecy, CLFP and Vice President of Operations. “We’re always looking for ways to make
credit approvals faster for our customers, and with both Jill
and Clay’s experience, we know we’ll only continue to exceed
our customers’ expectations.”

OCS also added a Business Development Officer to the sales
National Equipment Finance Association
team. Carrie Jaenicke has worked across various industries,

“Jeffrey is an accomplished relationship manager with close
to 20 years of industry experience and longstanding relationships in the region,” said Justin Piot, Central Region Vice
President at WCF. “His hire during these uncertain times
exhibits our continued commitment to expand our reach to
middle-market companies. We’re thrilled to have Jeff on the
team.”

Oakmont Capital Services Expands Credit and
Sales Teams
Oakmont Capital Services (OCS) continues to add equipment finance specialists to its growing team, including, most
recently, credit and sales professionals. OCS’s credit team
welcomed Jill Heinen and Clay Fischer, CLFP, as credit analysts. Heinen is an experienced credit analyst and will assist
in processing and decisioning applications. Fischer is also an
experienced credit analyst and holds the Certified Lease &
Finance Professional (CLFP) designation. His expertise with
financial statements and advanced credit analysis will add
efficiencies to OCS’s credit process.

such as construction, landscaping and woodworking, to
make financing possible. In her role with OCS, she will focus
on building and maintaining strong, long-lasting relationships with vendors and dealers by supporting them with
creative finance options.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Crossroads Selects LTi’s ASPIRE to Be Next Gen Platform
LTi Technology Solutions (LTi) announced a partnership with
Crossroads Equipment Lease and Finance to implement
the ASPIRE platform to support its business. Crossroads is
improving commercial truck finance by leveraging technology to create a frictionless customer experience. By utilizing
ASPIRE in the LTiCloud, Crossroads will benefit from a solution that can scale with the expected growth of its business.
Crossroads selected the ASPIRE platform to help enable its
digital transformation by streamlining workflows that previously spanned multiple systems. By centralizing data and
eliminating redundant interactions, Crossroads gains efficiencies that will allow its staff to focus more closely on the
specific needs of its customers, and to
deliver best-in-class service.

YOUR LEASE

PORTFOLIO
Lease Portfolio
Management
Experience

EXPERTLY
MANAGED

ECS’ team of exceptional lease
portfolio advisors can help your
business succeed.

Moses further explained, “ASPIRE is
a true end-to-end solution. Improving our backend capabilities allows
the entire organization to focus our
resources on improving the customer
experience through technology-enabled speed of execution.”

Expert Services to
Help Your Business
• Lease Accounting – Audit, Review,
Compilation and Consulting
• Federal and Multi-state
Income Tax Compliance
• Lease Portfolio Servicing
• Sales/Use Tax Consulting,
Compliance, and Registration
• Personal Property Tax Compliance
• 18 CLFPs on Staff
3400 Dundee Rd., Suite 180
Northbrook, IL 60062
ecsfinancial.com/clfp
 ecsfinancial
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“Our new core lease accounting system will be a pillar of our overall digital
transformation,” said Anthony Moses,
Chief Technology Officer of Crossroads. “Implementing ASPIRE gives
Crossroads a SOC 2 compliant platform that supports workflow automation and third-party integrations.”

CALL OUR CLFPs TO GET STARTED

800.826.7070
Nancy Geary, CPA, CLFP
 ngeary@ecsfinancial.com
Shari Lipski, CLFP
 slipski@ecsfinancial.com

“Crossroads is one of the top independents servicing the equipment finance
industry and we are excited to collaborate with them on this next gen platform,” said Bryan Hunt, Senior Vice
President and CRO of LTi. “Leveraging
LTi’s cloud to build an end-to-end platform will make this already successful
organization even more competitive in
the marketplace.”

Regents Capital Ranks Among Top 25 Private
Independents for 2020
Regents Capital, a provider of equipment leasing and financing solutions, was recently honored as one of Monitor’s Top
25 Private Independents for 2020 based on Regents’ 12.5
percent growth in annual funded new business volume in
2019. Regents maintained its position from last year’s rankings and the 6-year-old firm remains one of the youngest
independents on the list.
“We are proud of our accomplishments in 2019 and are
always honored to be named one of Monitor’s Top 25 Private Independents,” said Don Hansen, CEO of Regents Capital. “This ranking is a direct result of the strength of Regents’
platform and our team’s unwavering commitment to offering convenience and a level of service that is unmatched in
the industry. Our deep focus on collaboration, execution
and ongoing innovation positions us for continued growth.”
LEAF Becomes Early Adopter of Tamarack’s Debt
Restructuring Utility
Tamarack Consulting announced that LEAF Commercial
Capital, Inc. has adopted the company’s Extension-of-Terms
Automation Utility (ETAU). As one of the first to implement
the contract modification tool, LEAF is positioned to quickly
respond to customer requests arising from the economic
impact of COVID-19.
The troubled-debt restructuring utility is designed to assist
equipment finance companies during the current economic
downturn and anticipated recovery. Tamarack’s ETAU is

aligned with the Federal Reserve Bank’s (FRB) guidelines for
financial institutions released on March 22.
“When we saw FRB guidelines on providing grace periods for
our customers, we began working immediately to assist customers who may need it,” said Miles Herman, President and
Chief Operating Officer of LEAF. “But as the scale of effort
became clear, we began looking into possible automation
solutions to help us keep pace with the needs of customers.
Tamarack’s ETAU product proved to be an ideal fit, allowing
us to automate term changes, giving us additional flexibility,
and helping us maintain a high level of customer responsiveness in an exceptionally challenging time.”
Released March 30, Tamarack’s ETAU provides an automation utility along with integration services enabling lessors to
automate lease/loan modifications for lessees. Through the
new utility, lessors can easily modify the payment structure
for their customers, granting a 60- to 180-day grace period
per the Federal Reserve Bank’s guidelines.
“When the FRB’s guidelines were released, we knew that
companies like LEAF would be taking immediate action,” said
Daniel Nelson, CEO of Tamarack. “Recognizing that the scale
of work required to make the lease modifications would be
overwhelming, we made it a priority to do our part to help
streamline and automate the process. For us, creating this
utility was the most important thing we could do to help ease
the stress faced by both the lessor and their customers during
this period of economic uncertainty.”

May/Jun 2020 NEWSLINE
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in the NEWS

The IDScloud Portfolio Risk Visualizer is an independent
cloud-native service and is available to all current IDS customers at no charge. For non-IDS customers, the application
is available for a 120-day free trial.
“The COVID-19 crisis provides IDS with an opportunity to help
our customers understand portfolio risk against the backdrop
of the current pandemic,” stated David Hamilton, IDS CEO.
“We believe information is critical to successfully navigating
the crisis and part of our ongoing effort to add value through
our cloud platform. This new IDScloud tool allows equipment
financing firms to understand where the virus spread may
have an impact on their customers and their ability to make
payments. This new tool enables our customers to proactively
engage with their customers to provide flexible restructuring
options based on need. We are offering this new tool at no
cost because it is the right thing to do for our customers and
for the industry at this time.”

National Equipment Finance Association

AmurEF Advances to Fourth in Private Independents
Ranking
Amur Equipment Finance, Inc. (AmurEF) announced it has
been ranked fourth in the annual ranking of the “Top Private
Independent” U.S. equipment finance and leasing companies
by Monitor. It represents a rise of one position from 2018.
AmurEF took tremendous strides on its strategic growth plan
in 2019. It increased its origination and asset management
platform substantially. AmurEF expanded its salesforce by
75 percent, added 57 team members and opened two new
offices in Boston and Omaha, NE. AmurEF additionally made
key investments across its business in 2019 to position itself
for further sustainable and profitable growth.
IDS Introduces COVID-19 Portfolio Risk Visualizer
IDS announced it has released a new IDScloud service that
allows equipment finance companies in the U.S. to see portfolio risk correlated with COVID-19 infection rates and the
location of financed assets. This visualization map provides
a current view of hot spots allowing equipment finance companies to assess current portfolio risk, anticipate potential
impacts and optimize customer outreach. The new IDScloud
application is live and now available for equipment financing
firms with portfolios in the United States.

During Uncertain Times.
One thing is Certain.

We are still funding
High Risk Deals.
$100,000 to $1,500,000
No PGs
No Additional Collateral

debbie@bfec.com
Deborah Monosson

The COVID-19 portfolio risk visualizer is a 100 percent SaaS
application that couples portfolio data with updated COVID19 infection rates from John Hopkins University Center for
Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) and data from U.S.
Census Bureau. The portfolio risk visualizer can be used by
any equipment finance company in the U.S. The application
is fully integrated into the IDScloud portfolio management
solution. For equipment financing firms using on-premise
solutions from IDS, systems from other vendors or in-house
systems, IDS has implemented secure web storage where
portfolio data can be uploaded, and the risk visualizer
accessed via a secure login. The IDScloud Portfolio Risk Visualizer is provided under the IDScloud SOC 2 type II and SOC
3 certifications.
Copernicus’ Solar Software Provides Flexible Contract
Restructuring Functionality
Copernicus announced its “Solar” web software system
provides flexible contract restructuring functionality for all
contract types, including leases (finance and operating) and
loans.
Solar’s functionality provides automated modification of
the payment structure, with payment grace or interest only
periods of any length, recalculation of future payments,
increasing final payment or contract term extensions while
maintaining or changing the yield as required, on a contract-by-contract basis. Accounting adjustments to the balance sheet and run off are also calculated automatically.
And, in these difficult times, there is no requirement to purchase the software. The service can be provided simply and
with remote working using a simple spreadsheet upload
with results downloaded in any format required. The company will work to ensure businesses can operate efficiently,
accurately and effectively.
Ascentium Capital Reports Q1 Funding Volume
of $366.5MM, Up 17.4%
Ascentium Capital LLC announced first quarter 2020 funded
volume of $366.5 million, representing a 17.4 percent
increase, and $2.4 billion in managed assets, representing a
14 percent increase over the same period last year.
“While going through unprecedented times with COVID-19,
Ascentium is staying focused on helping businesses succeed
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LOOKING TO MANAGE
COVID-19 RISKS?
WE’RE HERE TO HELP

COVID-19 presents ﬁnancing ﬁrms with unexpected challenges. But one thing we’ve seen with our
customers through this pandemic — they’re resilient. They’re good at rising up, meeting challenges and
ﬁnding a path forward. The ﬁrst step to overcoming challenges is pinpointing them.
That’s why we created the IDS Portfolio Risk Visualizer — an independent, cloud-native service.
It’s free for IDS customers — and available to non-IDS customers as a 120-day free trial.

Highlights of the
IDS Portfolio Risk Visualizer
Our new app provides 24 x 7 visibility to the
location of each asset in your portfolio,
overlaid with current COVID-19 data. This
integrated view of current data provides you
with high-value insights you can use to build
plans, engage customers at a personalized
level and generally manage risks.

Track Assets
Identify COVID-19 Hotspots
Manage Emerging Portfolio Risks

WATCH A PREVIEW AND SIGN UP TODAY AT
IDSGRP.COM/PORTFOLIO-RISK
May/Jun 2020 NEWSLINE
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under the FRB guidance will be viewed as concessions and
not impact lease classification, under ASC 842, enabling lessors to quickly and more broadly offer assistance to companies hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.”
Launched at the end of March, Tamarack’s Extension-ofTerms Automation Utility (ETAU) offering includes integration services enabling equipment finance companies to
automate lease/loan modifications. Through the new utility,
lessors can batch-modify the payment structure for their
customers granting, per the Federal Reserve Bank’s (FRB)
guidelines, a 60- to 180-day grace period.

National Equipment Finance Association

with our financial offering. Organizational initiatives remain
stable with the strength of our tenured management team
and our proprietary technology. We anticipate an evolving
economy but serve a broad array of markets which supports
portfolio diversification,” said Tom Depping, Executive Vice
President, Ascentium Group Manager.
Ascentium Capital’s priority during the COVID-19 situation
remains the well-being of employees, clients and communities across the United States. Ascentium Capital has implemented a comprehensive continuity plan that maintains
operations with the ability to serve equipment providers
and business clients with mobile-enabled technology and
remote-location procedures. Business practices remain
committed to credit quality, asset management and client
service.

“Our organization quickly pivoted sales and service strategies during first quarter to meet the needs of equipment
vendors and the businesses we serve. We remain dedicated
to our business development initiatives, remote recruiting
efforts and collaboration with our clients,” said Richard Baccaro, Senior Vice President, Ascentium Sales and Marketing.
Maxim Commercial Capital Funds 250 Businesses in
First Quarter
Maxim Commercial Capital announced it funded hard
asset-secured financings for 250 small and mid-sized businesses (SMBs) during the first quarter of 2020. With the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Maxim adapted quickly to
safer-at-home working conditions for its more than 30 team
members.
Maxim lends $10,000 to $3 million to SMBs nationwide
secured by heavy equipment and real estate to facilitate
asset purchases, working capital and to refinance expensive
short-term debt.
“I am incredibly proud of our team’s extraordinary efforts to
provide uninterrupted service to our customers during these
unprecedented times,” said Behzad Kianmahd, Maxim’s
Chairman and CEO. “Our customer service representatives,
sales representatives, underwriters and administration are
networked together to meet the changing needs of existing
borrowers while continuing to fund new deals nationwide.”
Tamarack Updates Debt Restructuring Utility to Support
Operating Leases
Tamarack Consulting has expanded its Extension-of-Terms
Automation Utility (ETAU) to allow restructuring of Operating
Leases. The forthcoming utility update is in accordance with
the guidance outlined by the Federal Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) on April 13, 2020 regarding Topic 842 and 840.
“We were excited to see the clarification put forth by FASB on
lease modifications,” said Daniel Nelson, CEO of Tamarack.
“The announcement clarifies lease modifications performed
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IDS Closes First Quarter with Three New
IDScloud Customers
IDS announced it signed three new customers with combined net asset value exceeding $4 billion. The customers
include two U.S.-based lessors and one based in Mexico
City, providing equipment financing for a full range of asset
classes, including heavy equipment, information technology,
healthcare and medical devices, and office equipment.
“The asset finance market is well-positioned for a move to
the cloud,” said David Hamilton, IDS CEO. “A comprehensive software-as-a-service offering, including full application
management, allows finance companies of any size to focus
on building their business and customer relationships while
leaving the IT infrastructure, application management, software upgrades, interfaces and data security to IDS. These
new customers selected IDScloud based on the functional
richness of our platform and the ability to quickly migrate
their lease and loan portfolios to our service.”
Regions Bank Acquires Ascentium Capital
Regions Bank announced it has completed the acquisition
of Ascentium Capital, an independent equipment finance
lender serving small businesses.
“We are pleased to welcome Ascentium Capital teammates
and small business customers to Regions,” said Ronnie
Smith, Senior Executive Vice President and Head of the
Regions Corporate Banking Group. “The strong combined
team from Regions and Ascentium is committed to providing capital, flexibility and financial guidance to support and
strengthen the small businesses that are so crucial to the
economic health of the communities we serve.”
NFS Leasing Provides Funding to Gravity Diagnostics for
COVID-19 Testing
NFS Leasing Inc. has partnered with Gravity Diagnostics, a
state-of-the-art CLIA laboratory providing innovative laboratory services, including testing for COVID-19. NFS Leasing
has financed a total of $2.2 million to date for Gravity Diagnostics.
As the outbreak of COVID-19 has rapidly spread across the
world and into the United States, so has the discussion on
COVID-19 testing availability, including materials and equipment to support that testing.
“Different people and businesses have different roles to play
in a crisis such as COVID-19. For Gravity, that role is to assist
in ensuring that Americans have rapid testing and results,
as ordered by a licensed clinician,” said Tony Remington,
CEO of Gravity Diagnostics. “In the past, we have partnered

with NFS Leasing to help fuel our growth. This time, we specifically needed NFS to quickly help finance Thermo Fisher
systems that enable testing for COVID-19. Once again, NFS
helped us find a finance solution fast.”

to support our move into new geographies and to create
diverse product offerings. It puts the information at our fingertips that we need to satisfy the requirements of our customers and investors.”

“These are obviously unprecedented times for many busi- SilverChef was founded in Brisbane, Australia, in 1986 with
nesses and when we heard Gravity’s story and its urgent a focus on helping hospitality businesses get funding. With
need for equipment finance to meet testing demands, we flexible financing options, SilverChef has helped over 50,000
took immediate action to get it done quickly,” stated David hospitality entrepreneurs bring their business dreams to
DePamphilis, Executive Vice President Sales at NFS Leasing. life. SilverChef is also a Certified B Corporation - a new kind
“As a story lender, we listen to customers that are in unique of business that balances purpose with profit.
situations and in need of critical equipment finance, every
day. Supporting Gravity in this particular situation is some- “We are excited to be working with SilverChef; a company
thing the NFS Team is extremely proud of. We hope that with strong leadership and a strong plan for the future,”
Duncan
Smith,
IDS Managing Director, APAC.
this equipment will help facilitate the additional
and much- 1 stated
Lean 4.28.20_Layout
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needed testing of potential COVID-19
patients.”
North Star Leasing Launches
Deferred Payment Plan in Wake
of Coronavirus
North Star Leasing took action to help
alleviate the current stress 3,800 customers are experiencing during this
difficult time by offering the North
Star Leasing Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Deferred Payment Plan. The plan allows
for customers to defer their next payment if they choose. The company will
evaluate the program to determine if a
second deferment is warranted.
“We recognized the need to act and take
this step for our customers in order to
help them bridge the gap during these
very stressful times,” CEO Dan Feeney
said. “Being proactive and offering a
little peace of mind to our customers
is our top priority as we work through
the developments of this outbreak. Our
bank group and board fully support this
extraordinary measure.”
SilverChef Selects IDScloud to
Support EF for the Hospitality
Industry
IDS announced that SilverChef, a leading innovator in equipment financing
for the hospitality industry, has selected
IDScloud portfolio management solution to support its growing business.
With customers in Australia, New Zealand and Canada, SilverChef will leverage the scale and functional richness of
IDScloud to continue their expansion
drive.
“SilverChef is committed to providing flexible equipment finance to help
hospitality customers grow their businesses,” stated Phillip Godkin, SilverChef CEO. “As part of enhancing our
overall customer experience, we are
making a significant investment in supporting systems. We selected IDScloud

Having a Problem with
Lease Enforcement?

Not Anymore.

Alabama - Norman, Wood, Kendrick &
Turner
Arizona - Jennings, Haug &
Cunningham, LLP
California - Los Angeles - Hemar,
Rousso & Heald, LLP
San Francisco - Cooper, White &
Cooper, LLP
Colorado - Harry L. Simon, P.C.
Delaware - Fineman Krekstein & Harris P.C.
District of Columbia - Friedman, Framme
& Thrush, P.A.

If you need
experienced legal
counsel to help
you tackle today’s
challenges,
call us for a
complimentary
referral at
877-LEASE-LAW, or
visit our directory
of LEAN firms at

Florida - Miami Beach - Mitrani, Rynor,
Adamsky & Toland P.A.
Sarasota - Shumaker, Loop &
Kendrick, LLP
Orlando - Killgore, Pearlman, Semanie,
Denius & Squires, P.A.
Georgia - Hays Potter Martin, LLP
Hawaii - Kessner Umebayashi Bain &
Matsunaga
Illinois - Ashen/Faulkner LTD
Louisiana - McGlinchey Stafford, PLLC
Maryland - Friedman, Framme &
Thrush, P.A.
Massachusetts - Cohn & Dussi, LLC
Michigan - Jaffe, Raitt, Heuer & Weiss, P.C.
Minnesota - Messerli & Kramer, P.A.
Mississippi - McGlinchey Stafford, PLLC
Missouri - Jenkins & Kling, P.C.
New Jersey - Chiesa Shahinian &
Giantomasi
New York - New York City - Foster &
Wolkind, P.C.
Syracuse - Barclay Damon LLP
North Carolina - Raleigh - Smith Debnam
North Dakota - Messerli Kramer
Oregon - Farleigh Wada Witt
Pennsylvania - Pittsburgh - Bernstein Burkley, P.C.
Philadelphia - Fineman Krekstein &
Harris P.C.
Rhode Island - Cohn & Dussi, LLC

LEASE ENFORCEMENT ATTORNEY NETWORK

Suite 2200
Gulf Tower
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

www.leasecollect.org

South Carolina - Bunch Law LLC
Texas - Fort Worth - Padfield & Stout, LLP
Houston - Wright Law Group, PLLC
Utah - Ray Quinney & Nebeker, P.C.
Virginia - Richmond - Friedman, Framme &
Thrush, P.A.
Roanoke- JC Law, PLLC
Washington - Farleigh Wada Witt
West Virginia - Bernstein-Burkley, P.C.
Wyoming - Harry L. Simon, P.C.
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in the NEWS

CERTIFIED LEASE & FINANCE
PROFESSIONAL FOUNDATION
CLFP Foundation Adds 19 New CLFPs
The Certified Lease & Finance Professional (CLFP) Foundation announced that 19 individuals who recently sat through
the eight-hour online CLFP exam, have passed. They are:

National Equipment Finance Association

“IDScloud was designed to provide a flexible technology platform and commercial framework that helps bring innovative
financing products to market quickly. This includes the ability to efficiently manage securitizations, a key need for independent financiers like SilverChef.”

SilverChef selected IDScloud based on the ability to provide
a flexible platform that aligns with the innovative products
SilverChef provides to its customers. IDScloud is based on
the same business logic and flexibility found in IDS’ industry-leading InfoLease portfolio management solution. With
IDScloud, this powerful back-office asset management platform is available to lessors of all sizes in an easy-to-consume, pay for what you use, cloud-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offering.

• Jeremiah Branham, CLFP – Senior Underwriting Analyst, Key
Equipment Finance

• Nina Cole, CLFP – Lead Credit Analyst, Key Equipment
Finance

• Jennifer Eckert, CLFP – Credit Manager, Key Equipment
Finance

• Benjamin Hall, CLFP – Senior Counsel, Key Equipment
Finance

• Cheryl Hanson, CLFP – Delivery Services, Manager Americas,
Ambit Asset Finance, FIS

• Carolyn Hayes, CLFP – Senior Remarketing Analyst, Key
Equipment Finance

• Abraham Hernandez, CLFP Associate – Fleet Analysis, Fleet
Advantage, LLC

• Joshua Huyck, CLFP – Vendor Finance Coordinator, Financial
Pacific Leasing, Inc.

• Christina Lee, CLFP – Manager – Underwriting, Key Equipment Finance

• Albino Lopez, Jr., CLFP – Sr. Remarketing Analyst, Asset Management & Remarketing, Key Equipment Finance

• Ryan Magee, CLFP – Transaction Coordinator, Financial
Pacific Leasing, Inc.

• Katharine Morris, CLFP – Senior Account Manager, Key
Equipment Finance

• Cody Nestor, CLFP – Finance Manager, Ascentium Capital
LLC

• Lucas Pick, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, Key Equipment
Finance

• Catherine Rein, CLFP – Lead New Business Support Analyst,
Key Equipment Finance

• Kendel Santora, CLFP – Sales Assistant, Ascentium Capital
LLC

• Tanner Teply, CLFP – Sr. Municipal Credit Analyst, Key Equipment Finance

• Derek Vander Linden, CLFP – QA & Projects Analyst, Key
Equipment Finance

• Karin Walker, CLFP – Title Specialist II, Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc.

The CLFP designation identifies an individual as a knowledgeable professional to employers, clients, customers and
peers in the equipment finance industry. There are currently
919 active Certified Lease & Finance Professionals and Associates in the United States, Canada, India and Australia.

Please send your company's news items to
mdickinson@advisorpubs.com
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SAVE THE DATE

PHILADELPHIA

OCT 14-16, 2020
Funding Symposium
FEATURING KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

ELLIOT EISENBERG, Ph.D.

The Bowtie Economist of Graphs & Laughs
PHILADELPHIA’S HISTORIC LOEWS PHILADELPHIA HOTEL
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The Impact of COVID-19
Through the Eyes of
NEFA Leaders
The coronavirus pandemic has had a dramatic impact on the lives
of millions of people in the U.S. This event unfolded rapidly, creating
unfamiliar problems for many in the commercial finance industry and
forced companies to pivot from their traditional ways of conducting
business. To gain a glimpse into how this crisis has impacted
members of NEFA, Newsline spoke with the Executive Committee of the
NEFA Board of Directors to hear their perspectives on how this “black
swan” event is affecting the equipment financing industry.
Newsline: The COVID-19 pandemic has
impacted every industry, including the
equipment finance industry. What are
the biggest challenges your company
has faced as you have transitioned to a
work-at-home workforce?
Laura Carini: You named the major
hurdle – getting the employees fully
functioning at home. Not many of our
workforce had remote capabilities.
Employees had to pivot quickly to a
fully paperless system to serve our
third-party originators, vendors and
customers. Communicating efficiently
between departments was key to maintaining our audit controls while funding
and servicing accounts. Strange that
one of the most challenging issues was
figuring out a way to collect and distribute incoming mail!
James Jackson: As advisors to the
equipment leasing and finance industry, the consultants at The Alta Group
have always been a work-at-home
workforce, so no transition to working from home was necessary for our
organization. One of our biggest chal-
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lenges, however, was the unintended
consequences of the sudden surge in
users for some of the technology solutions we had been using for years to
facilitate working from home. Some
of the services and applications that
we use to support our home office
environment were never intended to
support the number of clients now
using them. Shortly after the pandemic
began, our conference call platform
often prohibited us from starting conference calls on the hour, based on
access limitations and line availability.
I believe many application providers
were caught off guard with the sudden
and significant increase in usage.
Marc Keepman: There are many challenges with the COVID environment.
The biggest is that many of our customers have been shut down completely pending the governing authorities releasing them from the pandemic
quarantine. Payments have completely
stopped coming from a number of
these customers. Additionally, we are
not working together in the same office,
face to face. That lack of personal contact goes for customers, vendors and

funding sources, as well as employees.
We get the most effective form of communication from in-person opportunities where you can read voice tone,
inflection, facial expression and body
language. Now we rely on email, phone
calls, text messaging and Zoom; good
technologies, but not as effective. The
challenge is to not lose the strength of
that relationship on account of distancing.
Daryn Lecy: We, thankfully, have been
established as a team that can work
remotely as needed to keep up with
previously busy travel and conference
schedules. Our team is very resilient
and flexible and has adjusted nicely
to working at home. We certainly had
to make some minor adjustments for
workflows, and non-electronic transaction documents and vehicle titles
as needed. The largest challenge has
been making sure to take time to keep
communication flowing through the
entire organization, as it is easy to get
wrapped up in the day-to-day when
you don’t have the physical reminder
of others.

Laura L. Carini,
CLFP
Senior Vice President,
Operations
Financial Pacific
Leasing, Inc.
NEFA Vice President

James R. Jackson Jr.
Managing Director
Merger and
Acquisition Advisory
Practice Leader
The Alta Group
NEFA Treasurer

Guy Selinka: Thankfully, the integration of working remotely was not that
large of a hurdle for us at Streamline
Financial. All of our technology, software and phone systems are web and/
or cloud based, which created a seamless transition. Additionally, our originators do have the ability to work from
home when needed, to eliminate barriers to travel around larger cities. Our
admin team transitioned easily as well
and we alternated a few employees at
the office each week to receive packages and other duties that are more
effective in the office setting.
Newsline: This “black swan” event
has caused many lessees/borrowers
to request payment deferrals on their
lease/loan obligations. How is your
company handling these requests?
Carini: After ensuring our employees
were safe and effectively working from
home, a close second was the concern
of how we were going to handle our
customers. The entire staff was sensitive to the challenges our customers
were facing. Ultimately, pulling in additional teams throughout many departments and using technology to help
ensure we could efficiently execute
deferrals for those customers in need.
Jackson: Many of Alta’s clients are getting out ahead of the payment deferral
issue and not waiting to see which clients will go delinquent. There seems to
be different approaches to dealing with
borrower requests for payment deferrals across the industry. Most firms are
working with their credit, collection
and customer service departments to

Marc P. Keepman,
CLFP
CEO/Chairman
KLC Financial, Inc.
NEFA Immediate Past
President

Daryn Lecy, CLFP
Vice President
Operations
Oakmont Capital
Services LLC
NEFA President

come up with a pre-approved standard solution to the payment deferrals
that they can offer to any customer
who requests help in a programmatic
manner. They’re simply deferring one
or two months of lease payments and
tacking them on to the back end of the
contractual lease term based on the
assumption that the borrower will only
need temporary relief from payments
for the next month or two. Some have
also taken the extra measure of educating their customers as to how to
access the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and other services which
could assist them during this difficult
period. Others are extending payment
relief, but only to customers in good
standing where there was no prior history of delinquent behavior.
Keepman: In preparing for this
expected onslaught, we decided what
our terms would be early on, when the
pandemic was first declared. Initially,
the number of customers requesting
deferrals was overwhelming. Our staff
was spending more than 90 percent of
their time fielding these requests. We
coached our staff to be calm and let the
customers explain their circumstances.
Many were quite distraught, and some
were panicky. We met each call with
a professional response intended to
build confidence in our ability to help
them and to instill faith in us to help
them. “We are all in this together” was
often spoken to the person on the
other end of the call. From a data perspective, we have asked our customers
to give us any updated information
they have available. We want to be
able to convince our lenders to extend
our terms, give us deferrals and work

Guy Selinka, CLFP
Executive Vice
President
Streamline Financial
Services
NEFA Secretary

with us to try to ensure our customers’
success. A little help on payment terms
can go a long way to soothing cashflow
pain and help restore stability with our
customers.
Lecy: We first established what we
believed would be the requests by
existing customers and how we
wanted to approach structures for new
approvals to mitigate early-term deferral requests. We then communicated
with all employees, with a focus on
our credit, documentation, customer
service and sales teams, to provide a
unified message. Oakmont has been
in consistent contact with our funding
and servicing partners to best manage
the requests and provide answers and
solutions to customers as quickly as
possible.
Selinka: It was inevitable to expect contracts to be restructured or payments
to be deferred, but we were surprised
at the number of requests that came
in and have been coming in. With that
being said, it is always better to have
open lines of communication with your
lessee, therefore, if they are in contact,
you increase your odds of collections.
We did request bank statements and
an understanding of what their expectations were, to avoid restructuring
a contract only to find out in the near
future, another revision would be
requested. We had detailed conversations about their current business, revenue stream and upcoming contracts
to be certain the correct opportunity
was presented for the contract adjustment.
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Newsline: What new procedures has
your company implemented to closely
manage and monitor your portfolio?
Have you added additional resources
to portfolio management?
Carini: Due to the shear influx of
requests for relief, we have utilized
outside technology solutions to amortize contract deferment requests in
bulk. Managing our portfolio is a priority. Financial Pacific’s risk management
committee has always maintained
close oversight of our portfolio’s performance. They have reacted quickly
to preserve our future portfolio performance on the front end by reading
the data in real-time as it relates to the
types of customers most frequently
requesting relief to ensure we don’t
compound the challenges we’re facing in the short term. Keeping our TPO
partners, vendors and customers in
mind, the goal is to come out of this
crisis continuing to be a healthy financing source for many years to come, and
we will pivot, pause and adapt to challenges to make that happen.
Jackson: Many of Alta’s clients report
that their risk personnel and credit
personnel are working diligently to
determine which equipment types and
industries within their portfolios will be
at greatest risk due to the pandemic in
an effort to assess the potential size and
scope of the issue. They are extending
this analysis to their origination platforms to either modify the structure or
terms or otherwise limit the amount of
new business coming into the portfolio
from these challenged industries until
they have a better understanding of
the long-term impact the virus will have
on their portfolio performance. Several
finance companies have suggested
that they are currently limiting new
business originations to either existing
clients or organizations on their strategic account lists. In a few cases, some
clients have ceased writing new business altogether.
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Keepman: We look very closely at all
receivables and try to anticipate hot
spots. As we manage our portfolio, we
are reaching out to the more highly
affected industries first, trying to offer
help before they come to us. One thing
we do now is to monitor NSFs more
closely; always a priority but now even
more so.
Lecy: Like what we are hearing from
many people in the industry, we are
asking more questions at the time of
application, or before documentation
or funding to shore up any concerns
with a customer’s ability to pay during
these times. While Oakmont currently
services a small portion of our portfolio, we have maintained our schedule
of having weekly meetings to assess
and address the performance of our
portfolio internally and that held with
partners.
Selinka: We manage a small portfolio
and discount the large majority of our
transactions. We are analyzing industry
segments with higher risk and making
sure if payments are missed, contact
is made immediately to rectify the situation. Additionally, many industries
have been restricted at this time to
restrict future delinquencies.
Newsline: What steps have you and
your leadership taken to ensure sales,
credit underwriting, operations, etc.
are working closely together to meet
the new challenges faced by your business?
Carini: Financial Pacific has always
been a team-based environment. Our
culture promotes that we are “better
together” so being apart has been a
change. To stay connected, to collaborate and to solve new challenges in
technology or processes, departments
utilize Microsoft Teams for more frequent department meetings. The entire
staff has come together with a common goal – to help our customers. The

companywide “all in” approach leads
to cross-training and redeployment of
seasoned staff to meet this goal. Sales
and Operations have worked handin-hand to provide a consistent supportive message to our partners and
customers. The IT team has worked
quickly to provide technology solutions
to solve the new challenges of working
from home.
Jackson: Some clients are focused on
providing a standardized payment
deferral solution to their customers
regardless of the specific situation.
This affords them the opportunity to
re-align resources within the risk discipline to focus their energy on other
parts of the organization or otherwise
devote more time and resources on
specific problem areas within the portfolio that warrant significant attention.
Keepman: We implemented daily calls
to our team members. Most are cell
phone calls, however, we implemented
video calls using Zoom to keep the
team in front of each other at least on
a weekly basis. I have felt that the video
calls are reassuring. They make the
effort to communicate and get work
done more real and comforting. These
are tough times; no doubt about it. We
are all suffering some level of anxiety
and frustration due to the separation
this pandemic has caused.
Lecy: Our leadership team has made
additional efforts to increase communications. We have been reaching
out to employees individually to stay
in touch and to help us better understand their personal circumstances.
We have also had more departmental meetings to walk through any new
challenges and, as a company, have
had additional meetings to keep everyone aware of what’s going on and how
we are adjusting the sails as needed.
I am very thankful for the employees
we have and how well they continue to
manage this “current normal” on a day-

to-day basis, along with any changes
that come their way.
Selinka: It seems every day is a new
challenge, a new change and a new
opportunity. Since we still have no idea
when the economy will get back to
“normal,” we have to look at deals with
a microscope. We review bank statements and current month screenshots
of the bank account to follow positive
or negative trends with cash flow. We
are looking closely at the industry they
serve and the impact COVID-19 will
have on their operations and revenue. A more-involved discussion of the
reason they need the equipment now
and how it will benefit their business.
Finally, do they have reserves to not
only pay for equipment, but also overhead over the next six months.
Newsline: Are there any new “best
practices” you can foresee for the
future of the equipment finance industry as a result of this significant disruption in our traditional way of doing
business?
Carini: When developing disaster
recovery/business continuity plans,
I am not sure any of us saw the magnitude of COVID-19 coming. We are
going to be a better company when
we come out of this. Now that we have
moved out of the survival mode thrust
upon us all, we are reimagining a new
normal. This new normal will have
benefits to revolutionize and imagine
possibilities without limits since we
now know we can change in an instant
how we have historically done business. Technology, communication and
teamwork are key to change. Although
some states are starting to gradually
re-open businesses, we don’t know if
there is a true end in sight. What will
the new normal look like? This crisis
has changed our business. I am proud
of how we handled the challenge – that
we stood a united team. The teamwork
and creative solutions to this crisis will

undoubtably have a lasting impression
on our employees, partners and customers that when faced with this crisis
we did the right thing. Protecting staff,
continuing to partner with our TPOs
and vendors to finance equipment
while strengthening the relationships
with our customers by providing them
relief when they needed it most, shows
that, in the face of adversity, we indeed
did the right thing.

home office time to get our work done.
The team is proving they can do it now.
More sales meetings will likely take
place via video conferencing as well. It
works and saves time. That said, there
will always be a place for old-fashion
face-to-face meetings. Our business is
built on relationships, personal commitment, confidence and trust. I expect
technology to augment that but not
replace it.

Jackson: Management teams who survived the 2008 Great Recession learned
a number of important lessons and we
have better risk management tools
available to us today. However, unlike
the Great Recession, this downturn is
not the result of a financial crisis, but
rather a forced business shutdown.
I believe that the pandemic demonstrates that risk managers need to
re-think the classic definition of portfolio risk assessment and worst-case
scenario modeling. Risk assessment
should extend beyond equipment
exposure risk, geographic risk, and
customer or vendor concentration risk,
and perhaps include risks associated
with a lack of consumer spending which
impacts restaurants, bars, landscaping,
fitness, leisure travel and other industries. The pandemic reminds us that
our industry needs to remain focused
on creating and maintaining a truly
diversified portfolio and stress it on a
number of different risk factors to fully
assess and mitigate portfolio risk. This
needs to be an ongoing exercise, even
in a strong economy, as it is too late to
start the process once the downturn
begins.

Lecy: I look forward to the continued
digital revolution, and hopefully seeing it move faster with a much larger
presence in our industry. There are
still processes that we hold on tight to
which require, in my opinion, unnecessary steps, such as our current notary
process. This disruption will hopefully
nudge that process further toward a
digital solution. With digital solutions
available and the need to continue
business through any circumstances,
the adoption of more technology
makes great sense.

Keepman: I am grateful that we had
previously supplied every employee
with laptops. This accidental foresight
allowed us to immediately work from
home without skipping a beat. The
technology was in place and had been
frequently used by all of us prior to the
COVID-19 shutdown. Going forward, I
am confident we will make use of more

Selinka: I am certain there will be
changes in every industry going forward, but one thing that seems to
remain constant in sales is to “know
your customer.” Understand your customers’ businesses, budgets and plans
for success. Review their financials
and bank statements to be certain this
equipment is logical for the term of the
contract. We need to be a trusted advisor to the lessee, not an order taker.
The more you build that relationship
with a lessee, the more they trust you
and the more likely this deal stays current on the books. We are not in this
for a single transaction, but instead to
be available to offer financing as their
equipment is replaced or needs for
equipment increase.
National Equipment Finance Association
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How the COVID-19 Pandemic
Will Likely Influence Credit
Underwriting
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact the economy, it is
crucial for lenders to refine risk management and underwriting
practices.
By Chris Lerma
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused
widespread concern and economic
hardship for consumers and businesses of all sizes across the globe.
Lenders are scrambling to make heads
or tails of this unpredictable environment.
Once the shelter-in-place orders are
lifted and the economy starts to open
back up, will it be back to business as
normal? What will be the new norm?
Which businesses will be forever
impacted? Will there be another outbreak prompting certain
businesses to shut down? It’s tricky managing risk through
a typical downturn in the economy, but this event makes it
particularly challenging because of these unknowns.

Chris Lerma
AP Equipment
Finance

What we do know is we are heading into a recession, if we
are not one in already, and it’s crucial for lenders to refine
their risk management and underwriting practices.
Lenders have put to work immediate changes to their
underwriting practices to mitigate risk in this current pandemic environment (shelter in place, social distancing, no
large events/gatherings, air travel, etc.). Once the immediate threat of the virus has passed, lenders will again need
to revisit underwriting practices to successfully manage risk
through what will be a widespread economic recession
Immediate Changes to Underwriting Practices
Industry restrictions will be the most prominent immediate
change to lenders underwriting. Social distancing measures
will not go away anytime soon so those businesses that
depend on people congregating in a smaller space will be
severely impacted until a vaccine or therapeutics are widely
available. These high-human-contact businesses include
restaurants, gyms, bars, theaters, hotels, event-related
businesses, public transportation services, entertainment,
schools and religious organizations – just to name a few.
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Without a clear indication of when shelter-in-place measures will be lifted, what the social distancing protocol will
be for these businesses when they do open and how people will behave socially, these industries will be restricted by
many lenders. Once the virus passes and social distancing
measures lapse, will people feel comfortable going into a
crowded restaurant or attend a large event such as a concert
or conference without a vaccine? Until we know how people
will behave post-pandemic, lenders will consider these businesses high risk.
Another immediate change is lenders will be looking for
stronger liquidity from borrowers as there is uncertainty
on exactly when the economy will fully open, if the federal
stimulus money will be enough to keep businesses afloat
and just how deep this recession will be. Lenders will be
asking for bank statements on requests they may have not
asked for previously. Does the borrower have enough cash
reserves or line availability to cover two or three months of
overhead should we head into a severe depression or we
have other outbreaks that lead to more shutdowns? Cash is
king in any economic downturn!
Most lenders will also require a detailed writeup/explanation on how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted a business. The borrower will need to justify the business investment and explain why the equipment is essential to their
business during the pandemic. What steps has the business
taken to prepare for the immediate uncertainty and an inevitable recession? Borrowers will need to provide a lot more
color to lenders on their current situation – specifically as it
relates to the fallout from the pandemic.
Changes to Underwriting Practices in Anticipation of a
Recession
Most economists and business leaders at this point believe
there will be no V-shaped recovery post-pandemic. The
Federal Reserve has been aggressive with the tools at its
disposal and the government has passed historic stimulus
packages to provide relief for individuals, small businesses
and severely impacted industries, but many feel it is not big
enough and quick enough to prevent a deep U.S. recession.

There have been an unprecedented
number of Americans who have filed
for unemployment and economists
predict the unemployment rate to
spike to 15 percent by mid-2020.
Small businesses will be at a heightened risk as they have less financial
room to stave off short- and medium-term shocks.

What we do know is
we are heading into
a recession, if we are
not one in already,
and it’s crucial for
lenders to refine their
risk management and
underwriting practices.

Lenders will assume and prepare for
a deep recession and will therefore
make significant changes to their
underwriting and risk management
policies. Highly cyclical industries
such as transportation, construction
and hospitality will have higher credit
standards and will likely be required
to provide more financial information.
The credit markets for non-prime credits and younger businesses/startups will contract, which will in effect create
much higher underwriting standards. In general, lenders will
across the board raise the minimum TIB, FICO and financial
ratio requirements with anticipation of tough times ahead.

Application-only programs may go away for some segments
or the app-only limit will be materially lower. Lenders will
need more information and more data points to assess
risk in small ticket other than TIB, FICO and business size.
For app only, lenders will be looking beyond credit scores
to determine if the owner and/or business appears to be
leveraged. They may have a perfect pay history on a large
amount of debt for the past five years, but can they continue
to do so if their revenues start to shrink? Those businesses
that have rapidly expanded by way of leverage in recent
years will be deemed a high credit risk despite having strong
credit scores.
Along with lower leverage ratios, lenders will be looking for
stronger cash flow coverage ratios. Borrowers will need
to demonstrate they have enough cash flow to withstand
a slowdown. If cash flow is weak, a stronger liquidity posi-

tion will be required. Lenders will likely not be putting much
weight in cash flow projections and will lean more towards
discounted historical figures.
This recession is unlike any other in U.S. history as it was
spawned by a health crisis, not by an unhealthy economy.
So, it is still too early to predict how segments of lenders’
portfolios will perform and how the credit markets will react.
Lenders have granted three to four months deferred payments for a large percentage of their customers, so the true
impact on portfolio performance may not be truly known
for another five to six months. Once the defaults and losses
rise to the surface, lenders will need to again further refine
their underwriting practices based on portfolio performance
data.
National Equipment Finance Association
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And Then There
Was a Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic is impacting portfolio performance for many
equipment finance companies and will continue to influence what
portfolio management will look like for the foreseeable future.
By Joe Andries

Joe Andries
GreatAmerica
Portfolio Services
Group LLC

It goes without saying we are in unprecedented times. In today’s world, where
robots, electric cars, and other technologies and innovations are so prevalent, it seems so unlikely that the
COVID-19 pandemic could have such
an overwhelming impact on our society.
Beyond standard business continuity
planning, there was zero preparation,
forecasting or anticipation for the wide
swath this pandemic would cut through
the economy.

Many businesses are being impacted
through no fault of their own and are struggling. Some segments we would have considered recession-proof and safe
in a down market have been particularly hard hit. For many
of us, the only point of reference for this calamity is the
2008-09 recession, where the hardest hit segments were the
housing, automotive and finance-related businesses. The
impact was logical and more predictable in terms of breadth
and depth.
No Comparison to 2008-09
But comparing what happened 12 years ago to the pandemic
would be a mistake. Though there is some logic to the distress, we are seeing in the hospitality, travel and restaurant
industries, some “safe havens” are taking a huge hit. One
example is healthcare. Outside of emergency rooms, healthcare sub-segments such as dentistry, ophthalmology and
other specialties are being rocked by stay-in-place orders.
The duration and scope of these orders will influence what
“new normal” looks like. Prior recessions had instant reactive behavior that eventually returned to “normal.” Yet to be
defined, this pandemic recession looks and feels like it will
be different.
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Stress Relief
In the short term, responding to the realities of the situation and developing strategies around extension/deferral
plans is probably the first line of strategy for most equipment finance companies. The majority of lessees (our clients’ customers) are looking at some sort of assistance for at
least 60 to 90 days, whether it be with reduced payments or
deferral of payments to the end of the contract. All requests
we receive are sent to our client for review. Not a lot has
changed for us, considering we will always take direction
from our clients as we honor the bond between them and
their customers. The biggest operational change is probably
the sheer number of people calling looking for assistance.
Like many “shelter-in-place” intentions, lessees are using
extensions/deferrals to buy time. The ultimate question
on everyone’s mind is what the economic environment will
look like in 60 to 90 days or for that matter a year from now.
When will the U.S. be open for business again? Then, how
many businesses will survive and what will credit paradigms
look like going forward. Uncertainty is ruling the day.
Responding with Compassion
Realistically, every customer has their own story to tell. Calls
with distressed businesses are made with compassion and
an understanding of what’s going on in their market. We
want to know what their business does, how cash flow is
impacted, how they are currently operating and generating
revenue, and, if not, when they expect to resume. We also
want to make sure they are aware of Federal and State relief
programs, and to find out whether they’ve applied for assistance with these programs.
Through our conversations with customers, we are identifying many patterns of what stress looks like. We treat each
situation on a case-by-case basis. If an account has a strong
pay history and hasn’t missed anything - then suddenly payments stop - it becomes obvious COVID-19 has caused the

But comparing what happened
12 years ago to the pandemic
would be a mistake. Though there
is some logic to the distress, we
are seeing in the hospitality, travel
and restaurant industries, some
‘safe havens’ are taking a huge hit.

interruption. If their business has been closed, it is pretty
obvious there has to be some immediate assistance granted
to even see what the other side looks like – if and when they
re-open for business. We’re seeing situations in non-essential healthcare, for example in the eyecare industry, where
they are temporarily closed, so naturally there are disproportionate extensions in this area. Conversely, veterinarians
are considered essential and so there could be less need in
this area.
Being Responsive and Resourceful
There are pockets of nuance across all markets, and it’s
important to respond and activate specific plans that incorporate deep knowledge of the customer’s situation. With the
help of our clients, we are doing everything we can to help
get their customers back on their feet. When the fog lifts, we
expect some areas of bounce-back where there’s pent-up
demand.
Our collectors are investigating broader relief options for
customers, not only from a perspective of awareness, but
to also be resourceful for possible overlooked assistance
opportunities during conversations. At the time of this writing, the Paycheck Protection Program relief fund has been
fully distributed to over 1.5 million businesses. Congress
approved $349 billion for the program to fund potentially
forgivable loans to businesses with 500 or fewer employees.
With support for small businesses being politically popular
for both parties, its likely more dollars will be approved.
What Will Future Portfolio Management Look Like?
In the long-term, which seems so far away right now, how
equipment finance companies respond to delinquency and
loss management will be guided only marginally by past
experience. They will have to dig deeper into the data and
examine why certain segments had been pummeled. The
historical and reliable strength of businesses based on professional designations will now have to be re-evaluated.

External factors such as the effectiveness/deployment of the
CARES Act and relationship depth will still be part of the mix
in determining portfolio management strategies.
On our third-party portfolio servicing platform, clients (and
their investors) need action plans implemented immediately
to help them through this crisis. The outsourcing of servicing
concept has always stressed the benefit of paying for and
using resources on a need basis. This pandemic has caused
a lot of our clients to request that additional resources be
allocated to their portfolio to help with deferrals, customer
service and collections. Having a strong outsource partner
is essential – one that has the ability to deploy resources,
but more importantly do it effectively while operating under
their own business continuity plan. (GreatAmerica, for example, is currently operating under a work from home strategy.) Service levels have remained high and work efficiencies
are being maintained. Through good times and tough times,
our mission does not change – we are here for our clients
with continual value-add servicing.
Hopefully, the “new normal” will be defined soon so equipment finance companies can evaluate true portfolio performance and begin to put appropriate business practices and
strategies in place so they also can get back to what they
enjoy the most: growing their business and helping their
customers. In speaking to one of our clients recently, he
summed it up for me: “In February we were coming off an
outstanding 2019 and our first two months of the new year
were outstanding. Then it all swiftly came tumbling down
like a huge avalanche. It happened so quickly. But, we are all
in this together and together we will get through it.” Equipment finance friends…stay safe!
National Equipment Finance Association
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Liquidity Planning in the
Age of Pandemics

As business managers emerge from this crisis, they will need to
evaluate their financial flexibility going forward, and enhance or
develop their cash flow and liquidity planning tools.
By Jeffrey Bardos

Jeffrey Bardos
Speritas Capital
Partners

The severe economic impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic has reinforced the
old adage “cash is king.” Businesses with
sufficient cash to weather this storm
stand a better chance of survival. Those
with strong liquidity forecasting and
liquidity contingency plans stand the
best chance of having sufficient cash
to survive this and the next crisis. How
many businesses, including equipment
finance companies, had liquidity contingency plans in place at the start of the
pandemic?

Best-in-class liquidity management incorporates both the
income statement and the balance sheet. Analyzing the timing of cash inflows and outflows is one part. The second part
is understanding what assets, including equipment, can be
financed or refinanced to extract working capital. This integrated approach is not easy – good accounting systems can
help – but any business can create a useful liquidity forecast
and contingency plan.
How Does PPP Fit In?
Realizing that many small and medium-sized businesses
would be forced to lay off or furlough employees, the Federal
government created the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
to help cover payroll costs. Despite huge growing pains, the
PPP program delivered $600 billion to (mostly) small businesses. Demand for the program was literally overwhelming. In the end, the program undoubtedly preserved a large
number of jobs, at least for a while.
Businesses that took the maximum PPP loan amount generally received loans equal to 2.5 times their 2019 average
monthly payroll costs, including benefits. Any payroll costs
incurred over the two-month period following the loan closing may reduce the amount which has to be paid back. The
“forgiveness” documentation requirements between the
borrower and the lender and between the lender and the
SBA need to be defined. Look for many more Treasury FAQs.
The extraordinary demand for the PPP program speaks in
part to the thin cash cushion with which most businesses
operate. The demand is also a reminder of the importance
of cash flow and liquidity management to financial survival.
Lack of liquidity drives more businesses into bankruptcy
than insolvency.
Looking Beyond PPP – Developing Liquidity Contingency Plans

Obviously COVID-19 impacted revenue more quickly and
more significantly than most people could have anticipated.
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As business managers emerge from this crisis, they will
need to evaluate their financial flexibility going forward, and
enhance or develop their cash flow and liquidity planning
tools to help manage the next crisis.
What is liquidity planning for businesses? Simply put it’s cash
flow planning that combines the cash flow from revenue and
expenses with the potential cash flow on your balance sheet.
This is a standard tool used by restructuring professionals
at the beginning of every engagement. A business being
restructured needs to know how long it can survive before
seeking bankruptcy protection. In some sense, the pandemic
forced all businesses to face restructuring and, as a result, to
confront the need for liquidity management.
The starting point is a good cash flow template and reasonable scenarios. The remainder of this article provides a stepby-step guide to building a plan.
8 Steps to Comprehensive Liquidity Planning
Step 1 – Create a cash flow template. The columns are each
month, starting from today and extending out 12 months.
The rows are cash inflows and cash outflows. Cash inflows
are receivables collections and other expected cash receipts.
Cash outflows are operating and capital expenses which
you can categorize as mandatory (to support sales, production, staff, repairs and maintenance), discretionary (CAPEX,
maintenance that could be deferred, professional fees) and
financing costs. Refer to the Exhibit for a simplified example.
You need to keep a running balance of your expected cash
at the end of each month:
Cash position at the end of the month =
starting monthly cash position + cash inflows – cash outflows
Step 2 – Fill in the template for each month. Assuming business as usual (BAU), slot in your expected cash inflows and
outflows in each month. Make sure the monthly cash balance is calculated.
Step 3 – Factor in your line of credit. If you have a line of
credit, draw on it to zero out negative cash balances in any
period. Track your line of credit balance against your maximum line amount or maximum availability if an ABL line.
Step 4 – Copy template and create scenarios. Repeat steps 2
and 3 for a moderate or prolonged downturn and for a sharp
and quick downturn. Spend some time thinking through the
implications of each scenario. On the inflow side, focus on
which customers are likely to delay POs or payments. On

• Could another lender provide more collateral eligibility
and/or higher advance rates?
• Is there any used equipment or real estate that could be
financed or sold?
• What about a sale leaseback on your equipment?
• Could you use subordinated debt secured by hard assets?
• Would other lenders consider patents or other IP in the
collateral pool?
• What are the prepayment penalties for each loan/lease
on your books?
In Column 3, enter the maximum amount of potential liquidity available from each asset class.
Column 4 – Subtract Column 3 from Column 2 to get an
indication of the incremental or untapped liquidity available
from your balance sheet.
Step 7 – Combine the income statement and balance sheet
liquidity analyses. Think through where incremental balance
sheet liquidity could be applied to negative cash positions in
any of the liquidity scenarios.
Step 8 – Get yourself in a position to access balance sheet
liquidity as quickly as possible if you need it. What does that
mean? For machinery and equipment, make sure you have a
detailed and up-to-date fixed asset ledger including CAPEX.
This will enable productive conversations on equipment
finance or equipment sales.
Identify which equipment, ABL, CRE or other lenders to
whom you could reach out if you needed to go beyond your
current lender relationships. Would you know where to turn
for equipment finance or equipment sales? Prudent liquidity management includes maintaining a list of lenders and
trusted brokers with their contact information.
the cash outflow side, look at which vendors could shorten
payment terms and which ones you can stretch out. Review
how you could streamline production, reduce inventory or
overtime to conserve cash in these scenarios. What scheduled maintenance could be deferred? Consider whether
your ABL lender could limit availability in stressed times.
Step 5 – Pause and review. Take a critical look at each
scenario for completeness and reasonableness. Highlight
months where cash balances turn negative. Look at the percentage of the total line availability you would have to draw
in each month.
Step 6 – Create a balance sheet liquidity analysis. This is
where equipment financing comes in. The template for this
analysis has four columns:
Column 1 is your latest balance sheet showing all major
asset categories.
Column 2 is how much liquidity is provided by each asset
category based on current financing arrangements. Calculate the maximum amount of borrowing possible against
AR, inventory, machinery and equipment, real estate and IP.
Column 3 is potential liquidity from each asset type. Answer
the following questions:
• Could you leverage other collateral on your balance
sheet?

Even in good times, liquidity planning is important. Part of
a business’s quarterly review should include a discussion
of the liquidity forecast. The Finance Department should
compare actual cash balances with the forecasted balances.
Variances from the forecast should be analyzed and used as
input for future forecasting.
Liquidity Plan Triggers
When I worked in Corporate Treasury for a top 10 commercial bank, we had a list of liquidity contingency plan triggers
– events that required a heightened review of the bank’s
liquidity. Triggers included negative news, weaker earnings
or loss of a major customer. These events required management to meet and review the liquidity contingency plans on
a more regular basis, possibly daily if things became dire.
Management should identify the triggers that relate to their
business and have an internal communication protocol
to alert senior management when one of the triggers has
occurred.
Liquidity contingency planning takes some heavy lifting up
front but it can lead to greater financial flexibility and much
better outcomes in times of stress.
National Equipment Finance Association

The next crisis could come as early as this fall.
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NEFA EVENTS CALENDAR

neFACTS

2020 Funding Symposium
October 14 – 16, 2020
Loews Philadelphia Hotel
Philadelphia, PA

National Equipment Finance Association

2020 NEFA PARTNERS
AS OF 4/26/20

PLATINUM
BankFinancial Equipment Finance
Channel Partners Capital
IDS
LTi Technology Solutions
NewLane Finance
GOLD
ECS Financial Services, Inc.
Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc.
Marlin Capital Solutions
Quality Leasing Co., Inc.

SILVER
4 Hour Funding
AMUR Equipment Finance
Bryn Mawr Funding

FirstLease, Inc.
Great American Insurance Group,
Specialty Equipment
Navitas Credit Corp
North Mill Equipment Finance, LLC
Orion First Financial, LLC
Pawnee Leasing Corporation
Providence Equipment Finance, a
Division of Providence Bank & Trust

BRONZE
Dakota Financial, LLC
Liventus
Orange Commercial Credit
RTR Services, Inc.

Join NEFA members for a
series of interactive and
educational webinars
focusing on the issues
impacting the equipment
finance industry.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Asset IQ LLC
Service Provider
Group Financial Services
Broker/Lessor
MC2Finance
Broker/Lessor
Prosperity Capital
Broker/Lessor

webinar
series
Coming this Spring -

Due to the COVID-19 “shelter-in-place”
orders in various states, NEFA is unable to
book regional events at this time. Updates
will be provided when available.

Spark Capital
Broker/Lessor

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Managing a Sales Team
Through COVID-19

During this unprecedented crisis, the strongest sales
managers are preparing their teams to capture their
fair share of business when the recovery begins.

Scott Wheeler
Wheeler Business
Consulting

By Scott Wheeler
Sales Management 101 certainly did not cover this unprecedented economic crisis. No one expected this crisis; nor
were we prepared for such an abrupt disruption to our
economy. Sales leaders are using various means to navigate
their teams through the uncertainty and are preparing them
for a new economic landscape. The commercial equipment
leasing and finance industry has dealt with challenges in the
past, and the industry will once again make the necessary
adjustments to best serve the needs of small, medium and
large businesses throughout the country. That is what the
industry does – it participates in economic recoveries and
creates new solutions for new challenges.
Most sales managers’ initial reaction to the pandemic
was, rightfully, to consider the health and welfare of their
employees, partners and customers. Companies and managers converted entire operations and sales teams to
remote entrepreneurs connected through technology. It
is amazing how, in just a few days (and often over a weekend), entire companies were up and running; servicing the
immediate needs of their existing clients. Then, managers
had to address the basics of managing their teams including:
motivating originators in highly uncertain times, educating
sales teams about new and often fluid changes, and, most
importantly, confirming that the culture of the company and
sales team would prevail because of its proven record and
solid footing.
Motivating
True leaders and sales managers lead by example; they motivate through their words, actions and determination. The
pandemic has allowed some of the industry’s finest leaders
to shine at a time when everyone needed them most. Sales
leadership is not always easy. Sales managers have had to
make tough decisions over the past weeks. The best sales
managers have done so transparently and with true confidence because their decisions were driven by what is best
for the company and its stakeholders. Some have used this
adversity to build stronger sales units and more cohesive
teams, for example:
• A sales manager created small groups of two to three
originators to share their daily challenges, objectives and
successes. At the end of each day a team representative
shared with the entire sales group (through interactive
video conferencing), the No. 1 accomplishment of one

of their members of the smaller group. Recently, most
accomplishments have been work-related; however,
during the first few weeks, accomplishments included
several examples of parents and children trying to
co-habitat as professionals, parents, educators and students. It was a time when even small wins were to be
celebrated.
• A sales manager called upon his sales team to facilitate
industry research and impactful forecasting. The project
is a work in progress; however, it has already produced
some impressive results. The sales manager wanted his
team to explore new channels that may develop during
the upcoming recovery. His instructions included avoiding anecdotal comments; he wanted facts and figures. He
wanted to know what the vendors, end-users and manufacturers were thinking and doing now to prepare for
the recovery, and how these actions would influence the
finance company’s future strategy. The sales team had
its marching orders, which required meaningful conversations and exploration of both existing partners and
potential new clients. The project empowered the sales
team to be a part of the strategic planning process. It
encouraged the gathering of important datapoints which
will help the company to plan and remain a “player” in its
chosen niches. The data is also being shared with many of
its key relationships and the project has already resulted
in several new opportunities. It is reaffirming this group’s
position in the market and is preparing them to capture
their fair share of business when the recovery begins.
Educating
Sales managers are always focused on developing talent
and educating their originators to be better representatives
for their companies. The current pandemic is quickly revealing that many newer originators (and a few seasoned originators) lack basic knowledge regarding credit underwriting,
equipment valuations, portfolio management and pricing/
structure. Because of the strong activity in the market over
the past few years, many originators were able to earn significant incomes by being processors, rather than advisors.
Sales managers are realizing that they will need hunters in
the recovery – industry experts who can provide meaningful
solutions, structure transactions and develop credit packages which explain the strengths and mitigate the weaknesses of every transaction. For example:
May/Jun 2020 NEWSLINE
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The pandemic has
allowed some of
the industry’s finest
leaders to shine
at a time when
everyone needed
them most.

• A sales manager has identified his
hunters, account managers and
sales processors within his sales
team. He is requiring his entire
staff to participate in webinars to
improve their overall understanding of the financing and leasing
process. He is requiring weaker
originators, with limited credit
understanding, to work with portfolio managers and credit professionals to better understand the
importance of strong assets and the
consequences of weaker collateral
positions. He is focused on educating his sales staff during the “pause”
(in his words), so that they are better prepared to originate stronger
assets during the recovery.
• A sales manager who is committed to technology and efficiency is
taking this opportunity to educate
his staff on the importance of data
and efficiency. The company has a
robust technological platform, but
it has not been fully utilized by the
sales team in the past. This sales
manager and entire managerial
team will require real-time data to
navigate in the coming months. The
sales manager is requiring additional training on the CRM system,
campaign capabilities of the company, and tracking system for the
company and its competitors. The
training is not optional and, moving forward, every originator will
be required to fully integrate their
activities with the technology. The
sales manager, company, and now
the sales staff are 100 percent convinced that these technological
advancements will define their competitive advantage in the recovery.
Sales managers understand business processes will be different as the
recovery unfolds and that their sales
staff will need to be well-prepared to
capture their fair share. Therefore,
the best managers are busy preparing
their staff for success through additional training and career enhancement programs.
Reaffirming Corporate Cultures
Management teams are focused on
creating well-positioned sales teams
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for future success. There is no doubt
that there will be a prompt determination of winners and losers in every
industry, including the commercial
equipment leasing and finance industry. Professionals want to be part of a
winning culture. They want to be part
of a forward-acting organization and
want to work with and collaborate
with winners. The primary responsibility of sales managers, along with that
of the entire managerial teams, is to
strengthen the culture of their organization. The best sales managers are
emphasizing the importance of a wellaligned staff that promotes the company culture. For example:
• Sales managers are aggressively
promoting their company culture
with their staffs. They are re-educating their staff about the origins
of their culture and the importance
of every team member embracing
and aligning with the culture of the
company. These internal efforts
are allowing originators the confidence to sell the culture externally.
A strong culture creates value both
internally and externally.
• Sales managers are outlining how
their corporate culture will ensure
future success; how strong corporate cultures attract better clients;
how corporate cultures have sustained growth in the past; and how
corporate culture will allow the
organization to thrive in the coming
weeks, months and years. A strong
culture helps to retain the very best
professionals.
Sales management is always a critical
function within any commercial equipment leasing and finance operation.
Sales management is challenging and
requires a certain personality to work
with strong, aggressive originators
along with excellent leadership skills.
During this unprecedented time, sales
managers are uniting their teams and
preparing them for the first stage of
the economic recovery.
National Equipment Finance Association
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Construction Equipment
Industry Holding Strong Amid
COVID-19 Turmoil
While the construction industry and its workers have
been hit hard by the pandemic, the segment appears to
be one of the shining stars.

John Heist, Jr.
Equify Financial,
LLC.

By John Heist, Jr.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on
the United States that we may feel for many years to come.
Many industries such as airlines, hospitality and healthcare
are feeling the harsh realities of the pandemic, but the construction equipment industry seems to be one of the shining stars and holding strong. Now this does not mean that
the industry and its workers have not been hit hard, but the
equipment itself seems to be holding on at this moment.
When I refer to construction equipment, let’s keep in mind
that I am referring to excavators, backhoes, bulldozers and
dump trucks. Also keep in mind that I am referring to those
“yellow iron” items we have all seen at a construction or land
development site.
If we first look to the current market values of construction
equipment, you will see a market with used values holding
steady. The pandemic is absolutely holding some companies back from making new buying decisions as seen by lagging sales of CAT and Deere equipment as reported in their
respective financial results. Even CAT has made the decision
to pull back its guidance for this year. However, used equipment auctions seem to show values holding at equal levels
as compared to a few months ago. Even now, with most auctions going to online-only operations, the recent prices (April
2020) for general purpose construction equipment is maintaining. The question is, as time moves forward and some
companies fail or reorganize, how much additional equipment will find its way out into the market? Another place
where I feel we may see additional construction equipment
coming from is rental houses, since so many rental houses
lease their inventory. With the reduction of work in general,
we will soon start to see these entities begin to sell or simply
return leased assets back to the owner for sale.
Equipment finding its way into the used market will provide equipment leasing and finance companies with new
opportunities to grow their portfolios. The struggle will be
making good credit decisions in this new environment left
in the wake of the pandemic. With cash tight, it will be the
companies with a stronger balance sheet or the ability to use
their unencumbered assets as additional collateral that will

be able to move forward. Though most companies do not
take on additional collateral to secure a transaction, there
are a few that do.
Construction for much of the United States will continue.
However, there are pockets in the United States that have
seen a stop in activity. Many construction companies have
seen restrictions by the shelter-in-place orders put out by
the states. However, there are always exceptions to every
situation, and the market seems strong. Now with the pandemic in full swing, construction companies look to The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act which
President Donald Trump signed on March 27 so those that
are affected can gain assistance. First is payroll assistance;
in addition, within CARES, there are provisions for grants for
transit infrastructure, airport authorities, HUD and many
others for new expansion - thus creating new construction
opportunities. There is no question that the CARES Act will
ultimately invigorate the construction industry and thus
drive the continued need for construction equipment. With
billions of dollars set aside for these infrastructure projects,
people who thought they were going to be out of work are
grateful for the opportunity to keep working.

We all know the power of
supply and demand; this
means there will be excess
equipment in the market
looking for a new home.
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There is no question
that the CARES
Act will ultimately
invigorate the
construction industry
and thus drive the
continued need
for construction
equipment.

So, my thoughts on what will happen next: Companies will file for the
SBA Paycheck Protection Loan Program, they will work with creditors
for interest-only payments or ask for two- to six-month deferrals of
payments. Those that end up unable to attain grace periods on payments, or are unable to use the SBA program, will be forced to live
through repossessions or sell assets in order to stay liquid. We all
know the power of supply and demand; this means there will be excess
equipment in the market looking for a new home. The final outcome
of equipment finding its way for sale is hard to determine at this point,
but we should all be prepared to see it happen.
The Future for Construction Equipment
What is next for construction equipment in general? There are many
innovations on the way that will help to keep new equipment sales
moving along after the COVID-19 dust settles. First, construction equipment is becoming smarter and smarter. The Construction Industry
Institute defines construction technology as “the collection of innovative tools, machinery, modifications, software, etc. used during the
construction phase of a project that enables advancement in field
construction methods, including semi-automated and automated construction equipment.” Think about having equipment working without
someone around. Autonomous equipment is here and available for
some applications. Have you ever thought of your equipment being
smart? Today’s equipment can alert you when it’s time for scheduled
maintenance or warn you when a part is about to fail. New, smart technologies from many manufacturers is doing just that. Consider the possibility of two items of construction equipment actually being able to
communicate with each other so that the possibility of an accident is
reduced. In addition to the labor savings that could be obtained using
autonomous equipment, the fuel consumption of equipment doing the
same job as 10 years ago has declined. Further, these smart machines
will transmit data between the job site and project manager to see what
needs the equipment might have in the near future for which to plan.
These new innovations will need to be considered when looking at
the long-term useful life of the asset. No matter new or used, it seems
that we will always have a robust construction equipment market with
people there to buy, sell, remarket and, of course, use these amazing
assets for years to come.
National Equipment Finance Association
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